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Abstract

In this thesis the phenomena of economic voting is studied. Economic voting is

the effect of the economy on political outcome. A political party or coalition can

be changed from the leadership of the government but the ideology of the replacing

party can be the same. The analysis will be performed for each of the 28 countries

that form the European Union and on the European Union as a whole. The data

is from 1995 to 2012. Here the effect of GDP/capita and unemployment on change

of the government political ideology is studied. The conclusion is that neither

GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on the change of the government

political ideology.
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1 Introduction

In the stage of politics the economic dynamics play an important role. A favorable

economic situation maintains the direction of politics. Instability or downfall have more

effect than one man’s political career, or a group of people. Sometimes the whole leading

mentality changes. When it comes to Europe most shifts in direction, while not that

drastic, were around the years 2000 and 2008. Different economic and non-economic

events introduced new possibilities for everyone to consider at the time. The link between

economy and voters choice when it comes to the type of political party in power has been

studied for a long time. That link is referred to in the specific literature as economic

voting. Works on this topic started around the 1980s and since then there were produced

a great number of articles. The articles study the link on a country level and as a group

or a selection of countries. The effect is studied from a macro point of view, micro

and sometimes a mix between the two. Important contributions were made by Wlezien,

Franklin and Twiggs (1997) Lewis-Beck and Paldam (2000) and Anderson (2000 and

2007).

Wilkin, Haller and Norpoth study the involvement of different countries suggesting

that a form of economic voting exists, in the sense that the major party in power is held

accountable for the recent economic performance. Another study by Whitten and Palmer

found that there is a connection between economic growth and coalition governments. In

a study that involved countries from Latin America, Roberts and Wibbels suggest that

there is a link between electoral volatility and short-term economic perturbation. There

were also different studies done on the United States of America population regarding eco-

nomic voting done by Alvarez and Nagler (1998) and also Nadeau and Lewis-Beck (2001).

Another study by Nadeau, Niemi and Yoshinaka indicates that the level of economic vot-

ing is more visible as clarity of responsibility intensifies. In 2004 there was a study by

Anderson, Mendes and Tverdova showing the behavior of the population of Great Britain

in the year 1997 that suggests that the voters perceive economic performances through

their political preferences. ”This may compromise the quality of economic voting as a

mechanism for democratic accountability”. (Anderson, Mendes, & Tverdova, 2004)

Problems in the analysis in general come from how the data is organized. In particular

if elections are analyzed on a mandate basis or if there is an indicator of the ideology in

the particular year. Also some problems arise form how the data is aggregated. The goal

of this thesis is to find a link between GDP/capita, unemployment and the government

political ideology suggesting the presence economic voting among the countries that form

the European Union.
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2 Background

As mentioned in the previous section economic voting is the influence of economic

performance on the government ideology and composition. In the European Union area

studies have been made regarding economic voting. Studies were conducted on the Euro-

pean Union as a whole and proof of economic voting was found. There was also studied

the connection between the degree of economic voting and the manipulation of political

parties. The political parties would manipulate fiscal policies in order to get re-elected if

there were high degrees of economic voting (Efthyvoulou, 2012).

Other studies were taken on different regions of Europe. For Central and Eastern

Europe there has been found evidence of hyper-accountability when it comes to economic

voting. This means that ruling party or coalition suffers big or small losses if there are

poor economic performances (A. Roberts, 2008). In Scandinavia the findings suggest

that the parties that suffer from economic voting, in any direction, are the left and center

parties (Pacek & Radcliff, 1999).

When it comes to individual country studies, examples of Portugal, Czech Republic

and Sweden are given. In Portugal it is suggested that negative economic performances

lead to voting for the big opposition party, but in some cases for the smaller parties or

refrain from voting (Freire & Santana-Pereira, 2012). The economic voting in the Czech

Republic is suggested to be influenced by the regional setup. The people who came

from industrialized regions voted for left wing parties, while people with better trade and

educated labor voted for right-wing parties (Doyle & Walsh, 2007). The Sweden study

suggest that the macroeconomic effects have a greater influence on the vote. Thus public

interest is more important than self-interest (Jordahl, 2006).

In this thesis the variables used are :

• A categorical variable with categories : left, center, center-right, center-left, right.

The categories are not ordered.

• GDP/capita in EURO currency

• Unemployment in percentages

3 Hypotheses

Using logit, multinomial and multilevel models, the following hypotheses will be

tested.

• Is there an effect of GDP/capita on the ideology of the party or coalition in gov-

ernment in each country?
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• Is there an effect of unemployment on the ideology of the party or coalition in

government in each country?

• Is there an effect of GDP/capita on the ideology of the party or coalition in gov-

ernment when we analyze the countries together?

• Is there an effect of unemployment on the ideology of the party or coalition in

government when we analyze the countries together?

In the following section information about the data will be presented. Summaries of

the data will be presented for every country and the whole European Union.

4 Data

The data for this thesis was constructed from the Eurostat database and contains

information gathered about prime ministers, political parties and coalitions. The obser-

vations span from 1995 to 2012 for each of the 28 countries involved in the study. The

country selection and the specific number is based on the current composition of the

European Union.

For each year the political party or coalition that formed the government in each

country is placed in a category. The category is selected based on their political ideology.

The ideology indicator was selected based on the political ideology of the prime minister in

the specific year. If there was a technocrat government the ideology was selected based

on the type of political parties that supported it’s election. If it was an independent

prime minister the support came from a national coalition, thus it was categorized as of

center ideology. There were also parties with the center political ideology. The data was

organized this way based on the motivation that if there was a change in the explanatory

variables that will have a major impact then the ideology in the government cabinet

would change.

The left wing ideology is concerned with the part of society that is perceived as

disadvantaged as relative to others(Lukes, 2003). The parties with this ideology support

social equality. Pure socialist and communist parties are left-wing. Center-left political

parties have views that lean to the left but are close to the center. ”Center leftists, such

as social democrats or social liberals, believe in working within the established systems

to improve social justice”(Woshinsky, 2007). Political parties that are of center ideology

support a balance between social equality and social hierarchy ( i.e. social inequality)

(Woshinsky, 2007). Center-right ideology leans to the right on the political spectrum but

stay close to center. The type of political parties that are of center-right ideology are

conservative parties and christian democrats. The right wing ideology is one in favor of
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a well defined social hierarchy and seeing it as natural and normal, ”typically justifying

this position on the basis of natural law or tradition”(Smith & Tatalovich, 2003)

The explanatory variables used are GDP/capita and unemployment. These variables

were used because they act as an indicator of the economy. Only these variables were used

because they were the ones with complete data through out the period of the analysis.

An attempt to add more explanatory variables was made, but it was not possible because

of their incompleteness.

Further there are presented summary statistics for the whole data set and for each

country in particular. In Table 1 it can be seen that governments across European Union

were mostly center-left or center-right. Center-right is the one most frequent. The main

picture is that the ideology was one that promoted balance even if there were influences

from left or right in political policies.

Table 1: Summary of government political ideology in the European Union

Government Political Ideology Frequency Percentage
Left 9 1.79
Center 28 5.56
Center-right 261 51.79
Center-left 197 39.09
Right 9 1.79

Next in Figure 1 it is observed the evolution of the GDP/capita and unemployment

across European Union. Around the year 2008 there is a decline for GDP/capita but an

increase for unemployment. That is in the same period with the recent economic crisis.

Figure 1: Summary for GDP/capita and Unemployment for entire European Union

Further on the summary of the data will be for every country. In Appendix A figures

2-29 show the evolution of the GDP/capita and unemployment for every country.

The GDP/capita for every country follows almost the same pattern as the European

Union GDP/capita. Some comments about the unemployment are made for every coun-

try.
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In Austria the ideology at the top of government was center-right 7 years and center-

left 11 years.It has been observed a increase in unemployment during the years when the

government ideology was center-right. From 2004 to 2005 and a slight decrease from 2005

to 2006. In Belgium the ideology at the top of government was center-right 12 years and

center-left 6 years. Starting 2000 the government political ideology is center-right until

2011. The general direction for unemployment during this period is that it increased. In

Bulgaria the ideology at the top of government was 4 years left, 4 years center, 3 years

center-right, 4 years center-right and 3 years right. The unemployment increased at the

end of the period when the government was of left political ideology. It continued to

increase in the next period when the government was of center-right political ideology.

In this period it peaked and started decreasing. The next period was of center political

ideology, followed by government with center-left political ideology. In the period when

the government was of center-left political ideology the unemployment reached the lowest

point and in the year 2008 started increasing and maintained the direction. In Croatia

the ideology at the top of government was 8 years center-right, 5 years center-right and 5

years right. The unemployment peaked during the period between 2000 and 2003 when

the government was of center-left political ideology. In the same period the unemployment

started decreasing. The direction maintained in the next period also when the government

was of center-right political ideology. It stated to increase around year 2008 and kept

increasing until 2012. In Cyprus the ideology at the top of government was left 5 years,

center-right 8 years and center-left 5 years. The unemployment fluctuated from 1995 to

2008 when it started increasing rapidly. In 2008 there was a government of left political

ideology. In Czech Republic the ideology at the top of government was center for one

year, center-right 8 years and center-left 9 years. The unemployment started rising in the

period 1995 to 1997. In this period the government was of center-right political ideology.

In the next period, from 1998 to 2006, there was a government with center-left political

ideology. The unemployment in this period was high, but in the last part of the period it

started decreasing. The direction maintained in the next period when the government was

of center-right political ideology. In this period the lowest point was reached, but after

2008 it started increasing again. In Denmark the ideology at the top of government was

center-right 10 years and center-left 8 years. The unemployment started decreasing from

1995 until 2008. After 2008 started to increase rapidly. The year 2008 was in the period

when the government was of center-right political ideology. In Estonia the ideology at

the top of government was center 4 years and center-right 14 years. The unemployment

had the lowest point in 2007. This year is in the period when the government was of

center-right political ideology. After 2007 the unemployment started increasing to very

high levels. Around the year 2010 it started a decrease, resulting in a recovery. In

this period the government political ideology was center-right as well. In Finland the

ideology at the top of government was center 9 years, center-right one year and 8 years
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center-left. The unemployment had a good overall evolution. The general idea is that it

decreased from 1995 to 2012. The lowest point was in 2008 and after that it had a slight

increase. In France the ideology at the top of government was 12 years center-right and

6 years center-left. In the period 1997-2001 the government was of center-left political

ideology. In this period the unemployment decreased substantially from 12% to 8.6%.

Afterwards the unemployment level fluctuated but never surpassed 10%. In Germany

the ideology at the top of government was 11 years center-right and 7 years center-left.

In the period 1998-2008 the government was of center-left political ideology. During

this period the unemployment reached its highest point. After the highest value in 2005

the unemployment started to decrease and maintained the same direction until 2012. In

Greece the ideology at the top of government was one year center, 6 years center-right and

11 years center-left. The unemployment started to increase rapidly after 2008. In that

period a center-right government was in power. The direction maintained until 2012. The

governments that followed from 2010 were of central-left and center political ideology. In

Hungary the ideology at the top of government was one year center, 6 years center-right

and 11 years center-left. The lowest unemployment rate was in the period when the

government was of center-right ideology. In the period 2002-2009 the government was

of center-left political ideology. In this period the unemployment started rising. In the

end of the period the increase happened more rapid. In the next period the government

was of center-right political ideology. Unemployment reached its highest point in this

period. In Ireland the ideology at the top of government was only center-right. The

unemployment reached the lowest level in 2001. It maintained a similar level until 2007

and in 2008 it started increasing rapidly. In 2012 it exceeded the 1995 level. In Italy the

ideology at the top of government was center one year, center-right 9 years and center-left

8 years. From 1995 to 2000 the government was of central-left political ideology. During

this period the unemployment started to decrease. The next period from 2001 to 2005

the government was of center-right political ideology. Unemployment maintained the

same direction as before. In the next period, unemployment reached its lowest level. In

this period the government was of center-left political ideology. Between 2008 and 2011

the unemployment started rising. During this period the government was of central-

right political ideology. In Latvia the ideology at the top of government was center

two years, center-right 15 years and right one year. The highest level of unemployment

was during 1996-1997 when the government was of center political ideology. From 1999

until 2012 the government was only of center-right political ideology. In this period

unemployment decreased to the lowest point in 2007. After that year it increased rapidly.

At the end of the period it made a slight recovery. In Lithuania the ideology at the top

of government was center one year, center-right 8 years and center-left 9 years. High

levels of unemployment are in 2001 and 2010. The first high was in a period when

the government was of center political ideology. The second high was in a period when
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the government was of center-right political ideology. During 2002-2009 the government

was of central-left political ideology. In this period the unemployment decreased and

registered the lowest point. At the end of the period unemployment started increasing

and continued to do so in the next period. The next period had a slight recovery of the

unemployment at the end of it. In Luxembourg the ideology at the top of government was

only center-right. The unemployment started to increase rapidly in 2001. It maintained

a high level until the end. In Malta the ideology at the top of government was center-

right 16 years and center-left 2 years. Unemployment does not fluctuate that much

from 1995 to 2012. It should be noted that in 2012 the level is higher than 1995. In

Netherlands the ideology at the top of government was center-right 10 years and center-

left 8 years. From 1995 to 2002 the government was of center-left political ideology.

Starting 1995 until 2001 the unemployment decreased and reached the lowest level. In

the next period the government was of center-right political ideology. This period is the

one when the unemployment reached a high point at 4.7% and then decreased again.

After 2008 it started increasing and reached 5.4% in 2012. In Poland the ideology at the

top of government was center-right 11 years and center-left 7 years. The first time the

unemployment started to increase was after 1998 when the government was of center-right

political ideology. In 2002 unemployment reached the highest point when government

was of center-left political ideology. After this point a decrease in unemployment started,

culminating with a low level in 2008. In that year the government was of center-right

political ideology. Next followed a slight increase. In Portugal the ideology at the top

of government was center-right 5 years and center-left 13 years. Unemployment reaches

a low point in 2000. This is in a period where the government is of center-left. From

this moment onward unemployment only increased. In Romania the ideology at the

top of government was center one year, 10 years center-right and center-left 7 years.

Unemployment fluctuates between 8.1% and 5.6%. Thus the change is not that big

over time. The lowest points occurred when the government was of center-right political

ideology. The highest level of unemployment was in a period when the government was of

center-left political ideology. In Slovakia the ideology at the top of government was center

4 years, 9 years center-right and center-left 5 years. The highest unemployment level was

reached in 2001. In this period the government was of center-right political ideology.

The lowest unemployment level was in 2008, when the government was of center-left

political ideology. After 2008 the unemployment increased. In Slovenia the ideology at

the top of government was 6 years center-right and center-left 12 years. Unemployment

reached the lowest level in 2008. A government with center-right political ideology was

in power at that time. After this point the unemployment rate increased rapidly. At

the end in 2012 unemployment was higher that the 1995 level. In Spain the ideology at

the top of government was 9 years center-right and center-left 9 years. Unemployment

was at its lowest in 2007. In that period the government was of center-left political
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ideology. After 2007 the unemployment started to increase. In 2012 it reached 25%. In

Sweden the ideology at the top of government was 6 years center-right and center-left

12 years. Between 1995 and 2006 the government was of center-left political ideology.

In this period, in 2001, unemployment reached the lowest level of 5%. After this point,

unemployment fluctuated. The fluctuation was in the next period also. Between 2007

and 2012 the government was of center-right political ideology. Even if unemployment

fluctuated, the general direction was to increase. Thus in 2012 was 8%. In United

Kingdom the ideology at the top of government was 5 years center-right and center-left

13 years. Between 1997 and 2009 the government was of center-left political ideology.

The lowest unemployment levels were in this period. But also in this period started the

rapid increase of unemployment. Between 2010 and 2012 the government was of center-

right political ideology. In this period unemployment maintained a high level. This level

was inherited from the previous period.

The unemployment has different patterns for each country. There are bad develop-

ments with high unemployment (e.g. Cyprus, Denmark, Greece, Ireland, Spain) but also

good developments with an improvement of the unemployment rate, a recovery (e.g. Fin-

land, Germany, the Baltic states). The good developments do not mean necessarily a low

unemployment rate. There can be good developments but an overall high unemployment

rate.

5 Methodology

The hypotheses stated will be tested using the methodology described in this section.

The data gathered will be analyzed in two methods of approach. For each country the

presence of economic voting will be tested. Then the whole data set will be tested for

economic voting.

Given the nature of the dependent variable, the analysis for every country will be done

using a logit model where there were only two ideologies and a multinomial model when

there were more than two ideologies. The analysis of the whole data set will be done

using a multilevel model. The observations over the years will be grouped by country.

Logit

The motivation behind using a logit model when there are only two options of political

ideologies is that the distribution of the dependent variable would be binomial. For a

country each year is a binary observation of the political ideology of the government. The

outcomes are explained as ”success” (i.e. value 1) and ”failure” (i.e. value 0).
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P (Yi = 1) = π

P (Yi = 0) = 1− π

The total number of successes, Y =
n∑
i=1

Yi has the binomial distribution. Thus the

probability mass function is:

p(y) =
(
n
y

)
πy(1− π)n−y, with y = 0, 1, .., n

E(Yi) = π and var(Yi) = π(1− π)

The binomial distribution for Y =
∑

i Yi has the mean and variance:

µ = E(Y ) = nπ and σ2 =var(Y ) = nπ(1− π)

The estimates for the model are calculated using Maximum Likelihood and Newton-

Raphson Method. When it comes to binomial distribution, the binomial coefficient has

no influence on where the maximum occurs with respect to π. Thus in the likelihood

function it is ignored. The log likelihood then becomes:

L(π) =log[πy(1− π)n−y] = ylog(π) + (n− y)log(1− π)

When differentiated with respect to π the result is obtained:

∂L(π)
∂π

= y−nπ
π(1−π)

When this is equated with 0, it gives the solution π̂ = Y/n, the proportion of successes

for the n trials in the sample.

The distribution of π̂ = Y/n has mean E(π̂) = π and standard deviation σ(π̂) =√
π(1−π)

n

The Newton-Rapshon method is an iterative method. It is used to solve nonlinear

equations. It starts with an initial guess and after the iterative process it produces the

maximum of the function.

β(t+1) = β(t) − (H(t))−1u(t) (1)

Where u is the first order derivatives vector for each β and H is the Hessian matrix.

An alternative to this method is the Fisher Scoring method. The difference is that

instead of H, the expected information matrix is used.

Inference

Further, the methods of inference will be presented. When testing for H0 : π = π0 the

methods that can be used are Wald, score statistic and likelihood ratio test.
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The Wald statistic uses the standard error evaluated at π̂.

zW =
π̂ − π0√
π̂(1− π̂/n)

(2)

The score statistic is evaluated at π0 is :

zS =
π̂ − π0√

π0(1− π0/n)
. (3)

The likelihood ratio test compares the observed success and fail counts with fitted counts

under H0.

LRT = 2

[
ylog

y

nπ0
+ (n− y)log

n− y
n− nπ0

]
(4)

The confidence intervals are likelihood-ratio-based.

[
π̂

(
n

n+ z2α/2

)
+

1

2

(
z2α/2

n+ z2α/2

)]
±z2α/2

√√√√ 1

n+ z2α/2

[
π̂(1− π̂

(
n

n+ z2α/2

)
+

(
1

2

)(
1

2

)(
z2α/2

n+ z2α/2

)]
(5)

In the logistic regression the model is:

π(x) =
exp(α + βx)

1 + exp(α + βx)
. (6)

For a linearized view:

log
π(x)

1− π(x)
= α + βx (7)

When explaining the results of the model the ”success” is used as a category of

reference.

Multinomial

In case of countries that have more than two ideologies a multinomial model is used.

Suppose that each one of the n independent, identical trials can have outcome in any

of c categories. Let yij=1 if i has outcome in category j and yij=0 otherwise. Then

yi = (yi1, yi2, ...., yic) will represent a multinomial trial, with
∑

j yij = 1. Note that yij

is redundant, being linearly dependent on the others. Let nj =
∑

i yij be the number

of trials having outcome in category j. The counts (n1, n2, ...., nc) have a multinomial

distribution(Agresti, 2013).
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If πi = P (Yij = 1) is the probability of outcome in category j for each trial, the

multinomial probability mass function is:

p(n1, n2, ...., nc−1) =

(
n!

n1!n2!...nc!

)
πn1
1 π

n2
2 ...π

nc
c (8)

For this distribution

E(nj) = nπj, var(nj) = nπj(1− πj), cov(nj, nk) = −nπiπk .

In order to estimate the multinomial parameters the maximum likelihood estimates

of πi must be obtained. They are the ones that maximize:∏
j

= π
nj
j (9)

where πj ≥ 0 and
∑
j

πj = 1.

The multinomial log-likelihood function is

L(π) =
∑
j

njlog(πj). (10)

After differentiating with respect to πj and equating to 0 the result is:

∂L(π)

∂πj
=
nj
πj
− nc
πc

= 0. (11)

The solution satisfies π̂j/π̂c = nj/nc. Knowing that

∑
j

π̂ = 1 =
π̂c(
∑

j nj)

nc
=
π̂c
nc

(12)

so π̂c = nc/n and then π̂j = nj/n.

For these models a base-line category is chosen in order to compare the other alter-

natives. Categories are paired two-by-two as follows for J categories

log
πj(x)

πJ(x)
= αj + βTj x (13)

where J is the baseline category. j = 1, ..., J − 1 .
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When estimating response probabilities, maximum likelihood method maximizes the

likelihood subjest to πj(x), but satisfying at the same time the J − 1 equations that

specify the model. Let yi = (yi1, ..., yiJ) be the multinomial trial for subject i. Then

xi = (xi1, ..., xip)
T are explanatory variable values for subject i. Let βj = (β1j, ..., βjp)

T

be parameters for the jth baseline-category logit.

Since πJ = 1− (π1 + ...+ πJ−1) and yiJ = 1− (yi1 + ...+ yi,J−1), the contribution to

the log likelihood by the subject i is

log

[ J∏
j=1

πj(xi)
yij

]
=

J−1∑
j=1

yijlogπj(xi) +

(
1−

J−1∑
j=1

yij

)
log

[
1−

J−1∑
j=1

pii(xi)

]
(14)

log

[ J∏
j=1

πj(xi)
yij

]
=

J−1∑
j=1

yijlog
πj(xi)

1−
J−1∑
j=1

πj(xi)

+ log

[
1−

J−1∑
j=1

πj(xi)

]
(15)

The baseline-category logits are natural parameters for the multinomial distribution.

For n independent observations and after proper substitutions the form of the likelihood

is

log

n∏
i=1

[ J∏
j=1

πj(xi)
yij

]
=

J−1∑
j=1

[
αj

( n∑
i=1

yij

)
+

p∑
k=1

βjk

( n∑
i=1

xikyij

)]
−

n∑
i=1

log

[
1+

J−1∑
j=1

exp(αj+βTj xi)

]
(16)

For βjk the statistic
∑

i xikyij (j = 1, ..., J − 1,k = 1, ..., 0) is sufficient. For αj the

sufficient statistic is
∑

i yij =
∑

i xi0yij for xi0.

Inference

Test used for multinomial parameters are Pearson Chi-Square and Likelihood-Ratio Chi-

Square. Consider H0 : πj = πj0, j = 1, ..., c, where
∑

j πj0 = 1. The expected frequencies

are µj = nπj0, when Ho is true. The expected frequencies are the expected values of nj.

The Pearson test statistic is:

X2 =
∑
j

(nj − µj)2

µj
(17)

For large samples X2 has approximately a chi-square distribution with df= c− 1.

The alternative is the likelihood-ratio chi-squared test. Under H0 the likelihood is

maximized when π̂j = πj0 . In general it is maximized when π̂j = nj/n. The ratio of the

likelihoods is:

Λ =

∏
j(πj0)

nj∏
j(nj/n)nj

. (18)
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Finally the likelihood-ratio statistic, denoted G2, is :

−2logΛ = 2
∑
j

njlog(nj/nπj0) (19)

For large samples it follows chi-squared null distribution with df= c− 1

When explaining the results, a category from all the possible outcomes is used as

reference. As in the case of the logit model the category of reference represents the

”success”.

In some cases when every country was analyzed with the help of the logit and multi-

nomial models, complete separation of the data points was encountered. This means that

the outcome can separate the predictor variable or a combination of predictor variables

completely. This causes problems when calculating the estimates. For the data used in

this thesis it happens due to the small sample size. In this current thesis this issue was

not addressed.

Multilevel

Multilevel analysis is used to test the hypothesis on the whole data set. ”Multilevel anal-

ysis is a methodology for the analysis of data with complex patterns of variability, with

focus on nested sources of such variability” (Snijders & Bosker, 2012). The motivation

for using multilevel in this case is that we have observations each year for every country.

Thus the observations (level one units) are nested in countries (level two units). In order

to find the difference between alternatives a random intercept model will be used. The

intercept is allowed to vary in order to better represent the effects of the nesting structure.

First the basic model with no explanatory variable is presented.

Yij = γ00 + U0j +Rij (20)

γ00 is a general mean, U0j is a random effect at the group level, Rij random effect at

individual level.

Groups with a high value of U0j tend to have, on average, high response, whereas

groups with low value tend to have low responses on average(Snijders & Bosker, 2012).

The assumptions made for Rij and U0j are that they have mean 0, be mutually indepen-

dent, and to have variances var(Rij) = σ2 and var(U0j) = τ 20

This basic model is called the empty model. It is important because it tell the basic

partition of the variability. The total variance can be decomposed as follows

var(Yij) =var(U0j)+var(Rij) = τ 20 + σ2
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The covariance between two individuals in the same group is equal to the variance of

U0j and the correlation is

ρ(Yij, Yi′j) =
τ 20

τ 20 + σ2
. (21)

The last one indicates the correlation between two random individuals in a random

group and the fraction of total variability that is due to the group.

Next step is adding explanatory variables. With just one explanatory variable the

model is :

Yij = γ00 + γ10xij + U0j +Rij (22)

The previous assumptions are made and given the addition of xij. The regression

coefficient γ10 can be interpreted in the usual way: a one-unit increase in the value of

X is associated with an average increase in Y of γ10 units. The residual variance and

covariance have the same form as before

var(Yij|xij) =var(U0j)+var(Rij) = τ 20 + σ2

cov(Yij, Yi′j|xij, xi′j) =varU0j = τ 20

The part of variability that the level one is responsible for is σ2/(σ2 + τ 20 ) and the

one that level two is responsible is τ 20 /(σ
2 + τ 20 ). The correlation between two individuals

in the same group is partially explained by X-values and partially unexplained. The

unexplained part is

ρ(Y |X) =
τ 20

τ 20 + σ2
. (23)

Similar as before but now controlling for X. Now the new variances include the effect

of X. The same principles apply when adding more explanatory variables.

Yij = γ00 + γ10x1ij + ...+ γp0xpij + γ01z1j + ...+ γ0qzqj + U0j +Rij (24)

The X1, ..., Xp are explanatory variables at an individual level and the Z1, ...Zq are at

the group level adding their effects to the model.

The parameters in the model can be estimated in two ways: through maximum like-

lihood and residual ( restricted) maximum likelihood. The difference is not significant

when it comes to estimating the coefficients. The difference is in respect to estimating

the variance components. The variance components are not parameters in a statistical

sense, but latent variables. The residual maximum likelihood takes in account the loss in

degrees of freedom resulting from the estimation of the regression parameters. Maximum

likelihood does not do this. The random groups effects U0j are not estimated but actu-

ally predicted. The method used is know as empirical Bayes estimation, which produces
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posterior means. It combines the data from group j and the model assumption that the

unobserved U0j is a random variable like all other random group effects. Therefore it has

a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance τ 20 . Thus, it combines information from

data and population.

β̂EB0j = λjβ̂0j + (1− λj)γ̂00 (25)

EB stands for ’empirical Bayes’, λj is a weight and j represents group number.

λj =
τ20

τ20−σ2/nj

Given that the outcome variable is a categorical variable the model becomes :

ηaij = ga0 + gax1ij + ...+ gpxpij + γaj

πk =(probability to pick category k)= e
ηkij

1+
A−1∑
a=1

e
ηa
ij

In this case a indexes the A categories, while g represents the coefficients for level one

unit-specific covariates. The γs indicate random intercepts for each level two unit. Given

that most probably the first category is used a reference the effects will be set to 0 for it.

(i.e. g10 = g11 = γ1j = 0). Here i represents level one unit and j represents level two unit.

6 Results

Logit and Multinomial Models

The next section will present the result for each country separately and after that for the

whole data set. First logit or multionmial models are presented for every country.

The logit model is :

logit[P (cat = 1)] = β0 + β1 ∗GDPC + β2 ∗ Unemployment+ ε (26)

The multinomial model is :

log
πj(x)

πJ(x)
= β0 + β1 ∗GDPC + β2 ∗ Unemployment+ ε (27)

where i are the categories other the base-line and J is the base-line.

Austria

In the case of Austria the data was analyzed through a logit model. The two available

outcomes for the dependent variable were center-left and center-right. Center-left was

the category used as reference. In table 2 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95
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% the test for the global null hypothesis H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null

hypothesis. That is because the p-value that is larger than 0.05. That means that there is

no effect from the explanatory variables on the outcome. Looking further on the Analysis

of Effects (table 3) and of Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table 4) it is shown that for

a confidence level of 95 % the p-value is above 0.05. Therefore the previous hypothesis is

enforced because neither GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on the outcome.

The Odds Ratio Estimates (table 5) show through its 95% confidence limits that they

contain the value 1 for both explanatory variables. This means that the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis states that the coefficient is 0.

Table 2: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Austria

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.7295
Score 0.7306
Wald 0.7377

Table 3: Analysis of Effects; Austria
Effect p-value
GDP/capita 0.7439
Unemployment 0.4354

Table 4: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Austria
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right -3.2043 4.8705 0.5106

GDP/capita center-right -0.0004 0.000133 0.7439
Unemployment center-right 0.9255 1.1865 0.4354

Table 5: Odds Ratio Estimates; Austria
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1 1 - 1
Unemployment center-right 2.523 0.247 - 25.816

Belgium

In the case of Belgium the data was analyzed through a logit model. The outcomes of the

dependent variable were center-left and center-right. Center-left was the category used

as reference. In table 6 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the

global null hypothesis H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is

because the p-value that is 0.072 in the Wald test. This value is greater than 0.05 . That
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means that there is no effect from the explanatory variables on the outcome. Looking

further on the Analysis of Effects (table 7) and of Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table

8) it is shown that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value is above 0.05. Therefore

the previous hypothesis is enforced because neither GDP/capita or unemployment have

an effect on the outcome. The Odds Ratio Estimates (table 9) show through its 95%

confidence limits that they contain the value 1 for both explanatory variables. This

means that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis states that the

coefficient is 0.

Table 6: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Belgium

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.0045
Score 0.0088
Wald 0.0729

Table 7: Analysis of Effects; Belgium
Effect p-value
GDP/capita 0.3244
Unemployment 0.2842

Table 8: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Belgium
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right 6.0123 17.458 0.7306

GDP/capita center-right 0.000293 0.000297 0.3244
Unemployment center-right -1.5394 1.4374 0.2842

Table 9: Odds Ratio Estimates; Belgium
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1 1 - 1.001
Unemployment center-right 0.215 0.013 - 3.589

Bulgaria

In the case of Bulgaria the data was analyzed through a multinomial model. The

outcomes of the dependent variable were left, right, center-left, center-right and center.

The right-wing was the category used as reference. Unfortunately there was a complete

separation of the data points in this case. Thus, because of the complete separation the

estimates are not conclusive.
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Croatia

The data was analyzed using a multinomial model. The dependent variable outcomes

were right, center-right and center-left. The right-wing ideology was used as a reference

category. As in the case of Bulgaria, the sample size was also too small. The estimates

were not computed correctly.

Cyprus

The data available for Cyprus was analyzed using a multinomial model. The outcomes

of the dependent variable were left, center-left and center-right. Center-left category was

used as a reference category. The data presented complete separation of the data points

because of the small sample size. Therefore the estimates were not computed correctly.

Czech Republic

Czech Republic data was analyzed using a multinomial model. The outcomes of the

dependent variable were center, center-right and center-left. Center-left category was

used as a reference category. In this case also the data presented separation of data

points due to its sample size. The estimates could not be computed correctly.

Denmark

In case of Denmark the data was analyzed using a logit model. The dependent variables

outcomes were center-left and center-right. The reference category was center-left. In

table 10 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the global null

hypothesis H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is because

the p-value that is 0.1765 in the Wald test. This value is greater than 0.05 . That means

that there is no effect from the explanatory variables on the outcome. Looking further on

the Analysis of Effects (table 11) and of Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table 12) it is

shown that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value is above 0.05. Therefore the previous

hypothesis is enforced because neither GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on

the outcome. The Odds Ratio Estimate (table 13) show through its 95% confidence limits

that they contain the value 1 for both explanatory variables. This means that the null

hypothesis cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis states that the coefficient is 0.

Table 10: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Denmark

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.0036
Score 0.0143
Wald 0.1765
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Table 11: Analysis of Effects; Denmark
Effect p-value
GDP/capita 0.0757
Unemployment 0.2845

Table 12: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Denmark
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right -13.4497 7.5536 0.075

GDP/capita center-right 0.000722 0.000406 0.0757
Unemployment center-right -1.0356 0.9675 0.2845

Table 13: Odds Ratio Estimates; Denmark
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1 1 - 1.002
Unemployment center-right 0.355 0.053 - 2.365

Estonia

Estonian data set was analyzed using a logit model. The dependent variable outcomes

were center and center-right. Center-right was used as reference category. Because of

the sample size, complete separation of the data points was present. Thus the estimates

could not be calculated correctly.

Finland

For Finland the data was analyzed using the multinomial model. The dependent variable

outcomes were center-left, center and center-right. The reference category was center-left.

Because of the sample size the data presented complete separation of the data points.

The estimates could not be calculated correctly.

France

In case of France the data was analyzed using a logit model. The dependent variables

outcomes were center-left and center-right. The reference category was center-left. In

table 14 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the global null

hypothesis H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is because

the p-value is greater than 0.05. That means that there is no effect from the explanatory

variables on the outcome. Looking further on the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table

15) it is shown that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value for GDP/capita is 0.4201. For

unemployment is 0.1047. They both are above 0.05. Therefore the previous hypothesis is

enforced because neither GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on the outcome.

The Odds Ratio Estimates (table 16) show through its 95% confidence limits that they
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contain the value 1 for both explanatory variables. This means that the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis states that the coefficient is 0.

Table 14: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; France

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.0858
Score 0.1007
Wald 0.1534

Table 15: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; France
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right 17.7975 13.4952 0.1872

GDP/capita center-right -0.00024 0.000294 0.4201
Unemployment center-right -1.1567 0.7129 0.1047

Table 16: Odds Ratio Estimates; France
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1 0.999 - 1.000
Unemployment center-right 0.315 0.078 - 1.272

Germany

In case of Germany the data was analyzed using a logit model. The dependent variables

outcomes were center-left and center-right. The reference category was center-left. In

table 17 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the global null

hypothesis H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is because the

p-value that is greater than 0.05 . That means that there is no effect from the explanatory

variables on the outcome. Looking further on the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table

18) it is shown that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value for GDP/capita is 0.1186. For

unemployment is 0.9058. They both are above 0.05. Therefore the previous hypothesis is

enforced because neither GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on the outcome.

The Odds Ratio Estimates (table 19) show through its 95% confidence limits that they

contain the value 1 for both explanatory variables. This means that the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis states that the coefficient is 0.
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Table 17: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Germany

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.1839
Score 0.2071
Wald 0.2581

Table 18: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Germany
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right -5.1949 6.0453 0.3902

GDP/capita center-right 0.000249 0.000160 0.1186
Unemployment center-right -0.0516 0.4359 0.9058

Table 19: Odds Ratio Estimates; Germany
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1 1.000 - 1.001
Unemployment center-right 0.95 0.404 - 2.232

Greece

In case of Greece the data was analyzed using a multinomial model. The outcomes of

the dependent variable were center, center-right, center-left. The reference category is

center-left. Complete separation of data points was detected and the estimates could not

be correctly calculated. This is because the small sample size.

Hungary

The data was analyzed using a logit model. The outcomes of the dependent variables

were center-left and center-right. Reference category was center-left. In table 20 it can be

seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the global null hypothesis H0 : β = 0

show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is because the p-value is greater than

0.05 . That means that there is no effect from the explanatory variables on the outcome.

Looking further on the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table 21) it is shown that for

a confidence level of 95 % the p-value for GDP/capita is 0.5478. For unemployment is

0.4799. They both are above 0.05. Therefore the previous hypothesis is enforced because

neither GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on the outcome. The Odds Ratio

Estimates (table 22) show through its 95% confidence limits that they contain the value

1 for both explanatory variables. This means that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

The null hypothesis states that the coefficient is 0.
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Table 20: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Hungary

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.5610
Score 0.5552
Wald 0.5719

Table 21: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Hungary
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right -3.6345 2.8597 0.2038

GDP/capita center-right 0.0001 0.000167 0.5478
Unemployment center-right 0.1998 0.4991 0.4799

Table 22: Odds Ratio Estimates; Hungary
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1 1.000 - 1.000
Unemployment center-right 1.221 0.702 - 2.126

Ireland

The data for Ireland is interesting due to the fact that the ideology of the government

remained unchanged. Neither multinomial or logit model could be applied here. The

data will be useful in the multilevel analysis.

Italy

The model for Italy was a multinomial model. The outcomes of the dependent variables

were center, center-right and center-left. Center-left was a reference category. Due to its

small sample size the data presented complete separation of data points. The estimates

could not be calculated correctly.

Latvia

The model for Latvia was a multinomial model. The outcomes of the dependent variables

were center, center-right and right. Right-wing was a reference category. Because of

the small sample size the data presented complete separation of data points. Thus the

estimates could not be calculated correctly.

Lithuania

The data was analyzed using a multinomial model. The outcomes of the dependent

variables were center, center-left and center-right. The reference category was center-left.

In table 23 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the global

null hypothesis H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is
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because the p-value is greater than 0.05 Score and Wald test. That means that there is

no effect from the explanatory variables on the outcome. Looking further on the Analysis

of Effects (table 24) the p-values are above 0.05 for both explanatory variables. Maximum

Likelihood Estimates (table 25) show the pairs between the reference category and one

other category. When comparing center-right with center ideology GDP/capita has the

p-value 0.8235 and unemployment 0.2197. For the pair that compares center-left with

center-right is shown that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value for GDP/capita

is 0.2090. For unemployment is 0.0507. Even if the last one is barely above 0.5 the

hypothesis that the coefficient does not have an effect on the outcome is backed up by

Odds Ratio Estimates (table 26). The 95% Wald confidence limits of the odds ratio

for the particular coefficient contains the value 1. Therefore the previous hypothesis is

enforced because neither GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on the outcome.

The rest of the odds ratio estimates show confidence limits that include value 1. This

means that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis states that the

coefficient is 0.

Table 23: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Lithuania

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.0280
Score 0.1005
Wald 0.3141

Table 24: Analysis of Effects; Lithuania
Effect p-value
GDP/capita 0.3899
Unemployment 0.1034

Table 25: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Lithuania
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center -27.1583 21.2098 0.2004
Intercept center-right -10.6335 5.5170 0.0539

GDP/capita center 0.000085 0.000381 0.8235
GDP/capita center-right 0.000277 0.000221 0.209

Unemployment center 1.6039 1.3068 0.2197
Unemployment center-right 0.5914 0.3026 0.0507
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Table 26: Odds Ratio Estimates; Lithuania
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center 1 0.999 - 1.001
GDP/capita center-right 1 1.000 - 1.001

Unemployment center 4.972 0.384 - 64.41
Unemployment center-right 1.807 0.998 - 3.269

Luxembourg

In Luxembourg case the ideology also did not change in the sample. The data will make

a contribution in the multilevel analysis.

Malta

The Malta data set was analyzed using a logit model. The outcomes of the dependent

variables were center-left and center-right. Reference category was center-left. In table

27 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the global null hypothesis

H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is because the p-value

is greater than 0.05. That means that there is no effect from the explanatory variables

on the outcome. Looking further on the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table 28) it

is shown that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value for GDP/capita is 0.2731. For

unemployment is 0.5207. They both are above 0.05. Therefore the previous hypothesis is

enforced because neither GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on the outcome.

The Odds Ratio Estimates (table 28) show through its 95% confidence limits that they

contain the value 1 for both explanatory variables. This means that the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis states that the coefficient is 0.

Table 27: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Malta

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.0976
Score 0.1567
Wald 0.474

Table 28: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Malta
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right -11.6243 10.3797 0.2628

GDP/capita center-right 0.00139 0.00126 0.2731
Unemployment center-right -1.1492 1.7891 0.5207
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Table 29: Odds Ratio Estimates; Malta
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1.001 0.999 - 1.004
Unemployment center-right 0.317 0.01 - 10.564

Netherlands

The sample for Netherlands was analyzed through a logit model. The outcomes of the

dependent variables were center-right and center-left. Center-left was a reference category.

Small sample size caused complete separation of data points. Thus the estimates could

not be calculated correctly.

Poland

The data was analyzed through a logit model. The outcomes of the dependent vari-

ables were center-right and center-left. The center-left category was used as a reference

category. Table 30 presents the Global Null Hypothesis Test. This shows the p-value

for every test. The hypothesis cannot be rejected because the p-value of the Wald test

is above 0.05. That means that there is no effect from the explanatory variables on the

outcome. Looking further on the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table 31) it is shown

that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value for GDP/capita 0.1834 and unemployment

0.1139. This shows that the coefficients are not significantly different from 0, thus they

add no effect on the outcome. Further the Odds Ratio Estimates (table 32) have limits

that contain the value 1. Thus the coefficients are not different from 0.

Table 30: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Poland

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.0048
Score 0.0213
Wald 0.2682

Table 31: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Poland
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right -0.2325 3.7514 0.9506

GDP/capita center-right 0.000707 0.000531 0.1834
Unemployment center-right -0.4328 0.2738 0.1139
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Table 32: Odds Ratio Estimates; Poland
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1.001 1.000 - 1.002
Unemployment center-right 0.649 0.379 - 1.109

Portugal

The data set for Portugal was analyzed using a logit model. The outcomes of the

dependent variables were center-left and center-right. Reference category was center-left.

In table 33 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the global null

hypothesis H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is because

the p-value is greater than 0.05. That means that there is no effect from the explanatory

variables on the outcome. Looking further on the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table

34) it is shown that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value for GDP/capita is 0.3324. For

unemployment is 0.3212. They both are above 0.05. Therefore the previous hypothesis is

enforced because neither GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on the outcome.

The Odds Ratio Estimates (table 35) show through its 95% confidence limits that they

contain the value 1 for both explanatory variables. This means that the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis states that the coefficient is 0.

Table 33: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Portugal

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.5424
Score 0.5319
Wald 0.5515

Table 34: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Portugal
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right 1.1594 3.1618 0.7138

GDP/capita center-right -0.00023 0.000237 0.3324
Unemployment center-right 0.2164 0.2182 0.3212

Table 35: Odds Ratio Estimates; Portugal
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1.000 0.999 - 1.000
Unemployment center-right 1.242 0.81 - 1.904

Romania

The data was analyzed using a multinomial model. The outcomes of the dependent

variables were center, center-left and center-right. The reference category was center-
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left. In table 36 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the

global null hypothesis H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That

is because the p-value is greater than 0.05 for all tests. That means that there is no

effect from the explanatory variables on the outcome. Looking further on the Analysis of

Effects (table 37) the p-values are above 0.05 for both explanatory variables. Maximum

Likelihood Estimates (table 38) show the pairs between the reference category and one

other category. When comparing center-right with center ideology GDP/capita has the

p-value 0.5028 and unemployment 0.9094. For the pair that compares center-left with

center-right is shown that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value for GDP/capita is

0.0938. For unemployment is 0.06. Therefore the previous hypothesis is enforced because

neither GDP/capita or unemployment have an effect on the outcome. The Odds Ratio

Estimates (table 39) show 95% Wald confidence limits that include value 1. This means

that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis states that the coefficient

is 0.

Table 36: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Romania

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.0281
Score 0.1013
Wald 0.3548

Table 37: Analysis of Effects; Romania
Effect p-value
GDP/capita 0.2028
Unemployment 0.157

Table 38: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Romania
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center 8.2745 14.2946 0.564
Intercept center-right 16.5257 9.604 0.0853

GDP/capita center -0.00163 0.00244 0.5028
GDP/capita center-right 0.000482 0.000287 0.0938

Unemployment center -0.1726 1.5166 0.9094
Unemployment center-right -2.8846 1.5335 0.06
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Table 39: Odds Ratio Estimates; Romania
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center 0.998 0.994 - 1.003
GDP/capita center-right 1 1.000 - 1.001

Unemployment center 0.841 0.043 - 16.442
Unemployment center-right 0.56 0.003 - 1.129

Slovakia

The data for Slovakia was analyzed using multinomial model. The outcomes of the

dependent variables were center, center-right and center-left. Center-left was used as a

reference category. Complete separation of data points was present. This is because the

small size of the sample. Therefore the estimates could not be calculated correctly.

Slovenia

The Slovenian data set was analyzed using a logit model. The dependent variables

outcomes were center-left and center-right. Reference category was center-left. In table

40 it can be seen that for a confidence level of 95 % the test for the global null hypothesis

H0 : β = 0 show that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. That is because the p-

value that is greater than 0.05 for the Score and Wald tests. That means that there

is no effect from the explanatory variables on the outcome. Looking further on the

Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table 41) it is shown that for a confidence level of 95

% the p-value for GDP/capita is 0.0705. For unemployment is 0.5632. They both are

above 0.05. Therefore the previous hypothesis is enforced because neither GDP/capita

or unemployment have an effect on the outcome. The Odds Ratio Estimates (table 42)

show through its 95% confidence limits that they contain the value 1 for both explanatory

variables. This means that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The null hypothesis

states that the coefficient is 0.

Table 40: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Slovenia

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.0416
Score 0.0696
Wald 0.1642

Table 41: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Slovenia
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right -6.6068 5.8471 0.2585

GDP/capita center-right 0.00043 0.000238 0.0705
Unemployment center-right -0.3102 0.5369 0.5634
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Table 42: Odds Ratio Estimates; Slovenia
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1.000 1.000 - 1.001
Unemployment center-right 0.733 0.256 - 2.1

Spain

The data for Spain was analyzed through a logit model. The outcomes of the dependent

variable center-right and center-left. The center-left category was used as a reference

category. Table 43 present the Global Null Hypothesis Test. It shows the p-value for every

test. The hypothesis cannot be rejected because the p-value of the Wald and Score tests

are above 0.05. That means that there is no effect from the explanatory variables on the

outcome. Looking further on the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (table 44) it is shown

that for a confidence level of 95 % the p-value for GDP/capita 0.039 and unemployment

0.9825. This hows that the coefficient for unemployment is not significantly different from

0. For an informative conclusion about GDP/capita the 95% Wald confidence limits are

evaluated for it in table 45. They contain the value 1, thus the coefficient is not different

from 0. Also for this model the p-value of the intercept is above 0.05. Further the Odds

Ratio estimate for unemployment has limits that contain the value 1. Thus the coefficient

is not different from 0.

Table 43: Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0; Spain

Test p-value
Likelihood Ratio 0.0407
Score 0.0573
Wald 0.1122

Table 44: Maximum Likelihood Estimates; Spain
Parameter Political Ideology Estimate Standard Error p-value
Intercept center-right 7.5528 4.3456 0.0822

GDP/capita center-right -0.00036 0.000174 0.0390
Unemployment center-right -0.00249 0.1134 0.9825

Table 45: Odds Ratio Estimates; Spain
Effect Political Ideology Point Estimate Limits

GDP/capita center-right 1.000 0.999 - 1.001
Unemployment center-right 0.998 0.799 - 1.246
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Sweden

The data for Sweden was analyzed using logit model. The outcomes of the dependent

variables were center-right and center-left. Center-left was used as a reference category.

Due to the size of the sample, complete separation of data points was present. Therefore

the estimates could not be calculated correctly.

United Kingdom

In the United Kingdom’s case the data was analyzed through logit model. The de-

pendent variables outcomes were center-right and center-left. Center-left was used as a

reference category. Because the sample size is small complete separation of data points

was encountered. This lead the estimates to not be calculated correctly.

Multilevel Analysis

Onward the multilevel analysis will be applied to the whole data set.

ηaij = ga0 + ga1 ∗ gdpcij + ga2 ∗ unempij + γaj (28)

Where γj represents the random intercept for country j. Therefore there will be

4 random effects for each of the alternatives. In order to estimate the effects in the

random effects model the data was transformed. Because the dependent variable is a

categorical unordered variable the data set was divided into alternatives. Each alternative

is associated to a category of political ideology. After the multilevel model is applied to

the new obtained data.

The results of the multilevel analysis are presented in Table 46. There the random

effects can be seen.

• gdpc represents GDP/capita

• unemp represents Unemployment

• a2gdpc represents the effect of GDP/capita on the odds of alternative 2 compared

to alternative 1

• a2unemp represents the effect of unemployment on the odds of alternative 2 com-

pared to alternative 1

The rest are intuitive. Effects of alternative one are set to 0 because it is selected as

a baseline. Alternative one is the same as the category 1 from the ideology categories.

The left-wing ideology is 1 and so on as mentioned at the beginning.
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Table 46: Random effects
Effect Coefficient Standard Error p-value
a2gdpc 1.50-e06 0.0000667 0.982
a3gdpc 0.0001061 0.0000615 0.085
a4gdpc 0.0000201 0.0000625 0.747
a5gdpc -0.0001831 0.0001261 0.147

a2unemp 0.0365619 0.0966864 0.705
a3unemp -0.045356 0.092749 0.961
a4unemp -0.023512 0.0934697 0.98
a5unemp -0.027287 0.1300475 0.983

The p-value for each effect of the explanatory variables on the odds of the alternatives

is above 0.05.

For a more informative conclusion in Table 47 the estimates of the odd ratios and

their limits are presented for each effect on the alternative.

Table 47: Odds Ratio Estimates for Random effects
Effect Point Estimate Limits
a2gdpc 1.000001 0.999 - 1.0001
a3gdpc 1.000106 0.999 - 1.0002
a4gdpc 1.00002 0.999 - 1.0001
a5gdpc 0.99981 0.999 - 1.000064

a2unemp 1.03723 0.858 - 1.2536
a3unemp 0.99547 0.830 - 1.1939
a4unemp 0.99765 0.830 - 1.1982
a5unemp 0.99727 0.772 - 1.2868

All the intervals contain the value 1. This means that there is no effect of either

GDP/capita or unemployment on the political ideology of the government.

7 Conclusions and discussion

In this thesis analysis was performed on the 28 countries that form today’s European

Union. The objective was to find a link between GDP/capita, unemployment and gov-

ernment political ideology. The analysis on data for every country was done separately

with logit and multinomial model. Afterwards the data set was taken as a whole and

analyzed with a multilevel model. For some countries, due to the small sample size, com-

plete separation of data points was present. For this issue in the future the exact logit

model and firth model can be tested to see if they can analyze better the data. When

drawing the conclusion it should be kept in mind that the economic voting here refers

whether the evolution of the economy can influence the change of political ideology in the
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government. Individual parties may have been changed in this period but the ideology

remained the same.

The conclusions are that economic voting was not found to be present at a country

level or when the European Union countries were analyzed together.

For further studies and attempts it is recommended to increase the sample size of the

data. A good approach is also to increase the number of explanatory variables. This

will improve the results when analyzing the data for each country separately. When

analyzing the whole data set with the help of the multilevel model it should be taken in

account that more variables will require more computational power. Also in the future it

may be considered to collect the data for GDP/capita as a form of percentage of change.

Different combinations of independent variables other than the ones used in this thesis

can be considered.
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Appendix A

Figure 2: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Austria; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 3: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Belgium; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 4: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Bulgaria; dashed red line represents left
political ideology of the government, red represents center-left political ideology, grey
represents center political ideology, green represents center-right political ideology and
dashed green right political ideology



Figure 5: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Croatia; dashed green line represents right
political ideology of the government, red represents center-left political ideology and green
represents center-right political ideology



Figure 6: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Cyprus; dashed red line represents left
political ideology of the government, red represents center-left political ideology and
green represents center-right political ideology



Figure 7: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Czech Republic; red horizontal line repre-
sents center-left political ideology of the government, green center-right political ideology
and grey represents center political ideology



Figure 8: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Denmark; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 9: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Estonia; grey horizontal line represents
center political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 10: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Finland; grey horizontal line represents
center political ideology of the government, red center-left political ideology and green
center-right political ideology



Figure 11: GDP/capita and Unemployment for France; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 12: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Germany; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 13: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Greece; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government, grey center political ideology and green
center-right political ideology



Figure 14: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Hungary; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 15: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Ireland; green horizontal line represents
center-right political ideology of the government



Figure 16: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Italy; red horizontal line represents center-
left political ideology of the government, grey center political ideology and green center-
right political ideology



Figure 17: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Latvia; green horizontal line represents
center-right political ideology of the government, dashed green right political ideology
and grey center political ideology



Figure 18: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Lithuania; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government, grey center political ideology and green
center-right political ideology



Figure 19: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Luxembourg; green horizontal line rep-
resents center-right political ideology of the government



Figure 20: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Malta; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 21: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Netherlands; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 22: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Poland; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 23: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Portugal; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 24: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Romania; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government, grey center political ideology and green
center-right political ideology



Figure 25: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Slovakia; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government, grey center political ideology and green
center-right political ideology



Figure 26: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Slovenia; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 27: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Spain; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 28: GDP/capita and Unemployment for Sweden; red horizontal line represents
center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political ideology



Figure 29: GDP/capita and Unemployment for United Kingdom; red horizontal line
represents center-left political ideology of the government and green center-right political
ideology


